KENDA RECALL INSTRUCTIONS – KR17 235/75R15 KENDA KENETICA

1) TIRE SIZE. PN 170018 – 235/75R15 KR17 KENDA KENETICA.
a) If the tire is the size and tread listed above, move on to step 2.
b) If the tire is not the size listed above, no further action is needed.
2) DOT #. K3D5ANA5116 OR K3D5ANA5216 (found on the sidewall of the tire)
a) If the DOT# on the tire matches one of the DOT’s listed, move on to step 3.
b) If the DOT# is not one of two DOT#s listed, no further action is needed.
SAMPLE OF DOT #:

3) MANUFACTURER CODE (found on the inside of the tire)
92596122301
92596122401
SAMPLE OF MANUFACTUER CODE:
92596112501
92596112601
92266112301
92266122401
92266122501
92266122601
a) If the manufacturer code matches one of the codes listed above, move on to step 4.
b) If the manufacturer code does not match on of the codes listed above, move on to step 5.
4) RECALLED TIRE. If you have determined that the tire size, DOT#, and manufacturer code listed on
the tire ALL match the information in steps 1 – 3, then proceed with this step.
a) If the tires were mounted on the vehicle:
i) Replace the recalled tire(s) with a new KR17 Kenetica 235/75R15 (PN 170018) tire.
ii) Mount and balance the new tire(s)
iii) Fill out the RECALL SUBMISSION FORM and provide all information listed.
b) If the tires were not mounted on the vehicle:
i) Replace the recalled tire(s) with a new KR17 Kenetica 235/75R15 (PN 170018) tire.
ii) Fill out the RECALL SUBMISSION FORM and provide all information listed.
5) TIRE NOT RECALLED. If you have determined that tire size and DOT# match the information in steps
1 & 2, but the manufacturing code was not one listed in step 3:
a) If the tires were not mounted on the customer vehicle, no further action is needed
b) If the tires were mounted and needed to be dismounted for inspection:
i) Remount and balance the tire(s) onto the customers vehicle
ii) Fill out the INSPECTION FORM and provide all information listed.

